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Abstract
Models of closure relations, or the expressions that relate the heat transfer coefficients and frictional pressure
losses to other variables of the vapor-compression cycle,
can have a significant impact on the performance on the
overall cycle behavior. We explore three different approaches that may be used in formulating these closure
models, and show that approaches that impose a nonlinear
algebraic coupling can impose significant computational
challenges. In comparison, models that incorporate lowpass dynamics can effectively decouple this nonlinear behavior, resulting in simulations that are faster and demonstrate more realistic and robust behavior.
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Introduction

At the heart of modeling lies the art of approximation.
Models of physical phenomena are always driven by a set
of requirements that may relate to an exploration of possible system architectures, designing controls, or a variety
of other possible purposes. These requirements drive the
formulation of the model, so that the complexity and computational speed of the model must be balanced against the
accuracy requirements.
This tradeoff can be readily observed from even a cursory survey of the two dominant methodologies for dynamically modeling heat exchangers: moving boundary
models and finite volume models. These methodologies
have different levels of complexity and requirements for
simulation time: finite volume models describe the heat
exchanger behavior accurately at a fine spatial and temporal resolution at a large cost of simulation time, while
moving boundary models lump the spatial behavior of heat
exchangers into a limited set of up to three fluid zones, and
are correspondingly fast. Both of these methodologies are
appropriate for different purposes, and the modeling engineer will usually choose the fastest approach with sufficient accuracy according to the specific requirements of
the application.
The description of local heat transfer coefficients
(HTCs) and frictional pressure losses (commonly referred
to as closure relations, due to the fact that they "close" the

system of equations so that the number of equations equals
the number of variables) in these models can be particularly challenging, as the correlations developed to most
accurately describe experimentally observed phenomena
are usually formulated with accuracy as the primary concern, and with little regard for computational considerations. Consequently, they can be difficult to incorporate
into system-level models of thermofluid systems as they
may be extremely nonlinear, tend towards infinity as mass
flow rates go to zero, or exhibit other problematic behavior. These correlations are also usually defined only for
specific flow conditions or refrigerant phases, so that there
will inevitably be significant discontinuities between regions of the validity for specific correlations. Moreover,
dynamic simulation presents additional difficulties as the
unknown refrigerant mass flow rates, pressures, and specific enthalpies preclude the use of any initial information
about the phase of the refrigerant (condensation, evaporation, liquid, or vapor) or the flow regime (laminar or turbulent), so the correlations must be defined in a manner
which encompasses a wide range of flow conditions.
A variety of different approaches have previously been
proposed to manage these closure relations both for
steady-state and dynamic simulation. Perhaps the most
straightforward of these approaches involves the creation
of simplified correlations with improved behavior that
have parameters that are tuned to approximate the original correlations. This method is used in a wide variety of literature (Qiao et al., 2015), and results in simulations that match observed experimental behavior quite
well. Cycle models, in particular, require formulations of
HTCs or frictional pressure losses that cover wide ranges
of flow conditions, and the use of interpolation methods
to smoothly stitch together correlations governing specific sets of conditions across transition regions has been
used quite successfully (Elmqvist et al., 2003). An alternative approach was also proposed by Laughman et al.
(2016) in which a nonparametric kernel regression method
was used to approximate heat transfer coefficients directly
from data, and the resulting simulations were shown to
work well.
Despite the general success of these methods, simulations of vapor compression cycle models that employ
these approaches can still exhibit problematic dynamics

Figure 2. Basic vapor compression cycle.
Figure 1. Oscillations in compressor outlet pressure after initialization with constant inputs.

that result in slow execution times and demonstrate nonphysical behavior. One example is provided in Figure 1,
which illustrates a periodic oscillation in the compressor
outlet pressure that can arise when the system of differential algebraic equations (DAEs) representing the cycle behavior is initialized and driven with constant inputs. These
oscillations, which can occur in either the presence or absence of any external forcing function, are related to interactions between a simplified HTC model and the rest
of the system dynamics, and will be discussed further in
Section 3. This spurious behavior, which is not observed
in experiments, will affect many other variables in the cycle and significantly increase simulation times. Because
these oscillations can be shown to be related to the closure models used, alternative approaches for describing
the heat transfer coefficient and frictional pressure drop
may be of interest to the modeling engineer.
In this work, we develop models of the vapor compression cycle in Modelica (Modelica Association, 2017) to
investigate the effect that different closure relation models have on the overall system, and demonstrate that the
addition of low-pass dynamics to the closure models can
significantly improve the performance of the cycle simulations, particularly for the heat transfer coefficient. In
Section 2, we develop models of the components used in
the vapor compression cycle, and then study the effect of
the original closure models on the overall cycle dynamics
as well as the modified closure models with the added dynamics in Section 3. Section 4 provides a brief treatment
of some results indicating the efficacy of these methods,
and then a brief set of concluding remarks is presented in
Section 5.
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ing tube-fin HEX, a compressor, and a linear expansion
valve (LEV) is illustrated in Figure 2. Because the temporal behavior of the cycle is dominated by the HEXs over
the time scales of interest, the system models in this work
used dynamic models of the HEXs and static (algebraic)
models of the compressor and expansion valves. Finite
volume models (Li et al., 2014) were used for the HEXs to
capture the dynamic behavior of the refrigerant pressures,
as well as the spatially-dependent characteristics of these
components. We assume 1-D refrigerant flow so that properties only vary along the length of the pipes; we also assume that the refrigerant can be described as a Newtonian
fluid, negligible viscous dissipation and axial heat conduction in the direction of flow, negligible contributions to the
energy equation from the kinetic and potential energy of
the refrigerant, negligible dynamic pressure waves in the
momentum equation, and thermodynamic equilibrium in
each two-phase refrigerant volume.
Under these assumptions, the partial differential equations describing the conservation of mass, momentum,
and energy (Levy, 1999) for the refrigerant can be spatially discretized for these finite volume models. A staggered grid scheme, illustrated in Figure 3, is used to avoid
nonphysical pressure variations caused by numerical artifacts by decoupling the mass and energy equations computed for the volume cells (represented by the black solid
boundary) from the momentum equations computed for
the flow cells (represented by the red dashed boundary).
Integration of these equations across these cells, as well
as the use of the upwind difference method to approximate refrigerant properties for the convection-dominated
flows from this application, results in a set of ordinary differential equations describing the conservation equations,
as given in Equations 1, 2, and 3.
Ac ∆zρi =Ṁi−1/2 − Ṁi+1/2 ,

Component & System Models

We focus on the simulation of simple vapor compression cycles in this work, such as are used in many contemporary air-conditioning and heat pumping systems; a
schematic illustrating a prototype cycle that includes a
condensing tube-fin heat exchanger (HEX), an evaporat-

∆z

dṀi+1/2
=I˙i − I˙i+1 − Ac (pi+1 − pi )
dt
− P∆zτ̄w,i+1/2 ,

(1)

(2)

Ac ∆zui =Ṁi−1/2 (hi−1/2 − h̄ρ,i )
− Ṁi+1/2 (hi+1/2 − h̄ρ,i ) + P∆zq00i ,

(3)

direction of flow. The pressure distribution in the heat exchanger still depends on the selected pressure loss models,
and thus on the mass flow rates (Richter, 2008).
dpre f
dpn+1
1
Since dp
dz = dz = dz , the equations of continuity
and energy become
Ac ∆z(

∂ ρ̄i dpre f
∂ ρ̄i dh̄ρ,i
+
) = Ṁi−1/2 − Ṁi+1/2 (5)
∂ pi dt
∂ h̄ρ,i dt

dh̄ρ,i dpre f
−
) = Ṁi−1/2 (hi−1/2 − h̄ρ,i )
dt
dt
− Ṁi+1/2 (hi+1/2 − h̄ρ,i ) + P∆zq00i

(6)

Ac ∆z(ρ̄i
Figure 3. Finite volume discretization of refrigerant pipe.

where ρ̄M represents the momentum density, h̄ρ and h̄ signify the the density-weighted and flow-weighted specific
enthalpies, the wall shear stress τ̄ = 12 f ρ̄u |u| and f is the
Fanning friction factor, and P is the circumference of the
flow channel. The closure model for the frictional pressure
term f will be provided in Section 3, and symbols with
overbars represent average quantities in each cell. The
dynamic states used in this model include the refrigerant
pressures p, density-weighted specific enthalpies h̄ρ , and
densities ρ (Laughman et al., 2017).
Because the fully dynamic momentum balance adds
considerable complexity to the description of the system
so that the system description consists of 3n ODEs where
there are n volumes per HEX, a number of different approximations to the momentum balance have been be developed to reduce this complexity and speed up these simulations (Qiao and Laughman, 2018). We used three variants in this study, including a friction-only formulation,
the assumption of a uniform d p/dt, and the assumption
of a linear pressure distribution. In the friction-only formulation, we assume that the derivative in Equation 2 is
negligible due to the inertia term’s minor importance to
the thermal behavior of the system, and also neglect the
acceleration pressure loss and gravity effect (Brasz and
Koenig, 1983), since both of them are typically smaller
than the frictional pressure loss. This yields a momentum
balance of the form
pi+1 = pi −

P
∆zτ̄w,i+1/2 .
Ac

In this approach, only specific enthalpies are the differential variables, and therefore the total number of dynamic
states is reduced from 3n by n − 1.
In comparison, the linear pressure loss approach assumes that the pressure is linearly distributed along
the heat exchanger (Jensen, 2003), i.e., pi = p1 + (i −
p
−p
1) n+1n 1 . Therefore, one can obtain
dpi
i − 1 dp1 i − 1 dpn+1
= (1 −
)
+
.
dt
n
dt
n
dt

(7)

Aggregating all local momentum balances for flow cells 1
to n results in
n∆z

dṀ¯ ˙ ˙
=I1 − In+1 − Ac (pn+1 − p1 )
dt

(8)

n

n

− P∆z ∑ τ̄w,i+1/2 − gAc ∆z ∑ ρ̄i+1/2 sinθi
i=1

i=1

where Ṁ¯ is the average mass flow rate 1n ∑ni=1 Ṁi+1/2 . This
variant can be further simplified by summing up the momentum equation with only frictional pressure loss instead
for all the flow cells. This variant only has n + 3 dynamic
states.
The refrigerant wall is modeled as one-dimensional
heat conduction in the direction perpendicular to the refrigerant flow, with convective boundary conditions described by the refrigerant-side and air-side heat transfer
coefficients, which will also be given in Section 3. This
(4) wall element can be modeled simply by

In this formulation, we assume that the number of state
variables are still 2n and the mass flow rates are the algebraic variables.
In the uniform d p/dt approach, the fact that the acoustic waves propagate with a speed of sound in the direction
of fluid flow is used to motivate the assumption that the
time derivatives of pressures are spatially invariant along
the direction of flow. As a result, the number of dynamic
pressure states is reduced to a single numerical state per
pressure level, yielding a very efficient system of equations for each control volume, since d p/dt is given as
an input. Note that the time derivative of pressure is not
treated as constant over time, but rather in space along the

d(Ṁw cw ) kw As (Ta − Tw ) kw As (Tb − Tw )
=
+
,
dt
Lw /2
Lw /2

(9)

and the surface wall temperatures Ta and Tb are related to
the bulk temperature of the adjacent fluid by
Q = αA(T f luid − Tsur f ).

(10)

A multicomponent ideal gas moist-air model was used
for the air-side of this work. The mass and energy conservation equations used to describe the heat transfer from
the outer surface of the tubes to the air reflected this multicomponent model, as described by Equation 12, where the

Parameter
Refrigerant
Total refrigerant mass (kg)
condensing HEX tube diameter (mm)
evaporating HEX tube diameter (mm)
condensing HEX tube length (m)
evaporating HEX tube length (m)
condensing HEX number of tubes
evaporating HEX number of tubes

mass transfer coefficient was given by a modified Lewis
correlation.

dTair
∆y =αair Ao,tube + η f in Ao, f in (Tw − Tair )
dy
(11)

dωair
∆y =αm Ao,tube + η f in Ao, f in ×
Ṁair
dy
min (0, ωwater,sat − ωair )
(12)

Ṁair c p,air

Value
R134A
1.65
7.9
6.3
0.5
2.5
27
10

A simple isenthalpic model of the electronic expansion
valve was also used, as described by a standard orifice flow Table 1. Geometric parameters of the vapor compression cycle
under consideration.
equation
p
ṁ = Cv av ρin ∆P,
(13)
where the mass flow rate is regularized in the neighborhood of zero flow to prevent the derivative of the mass
flow rate from tending toward infinity. The flow coefficient Cv is generally determined via calibration against
experimental data, while the flow area av represents the
control authority over the orifice size.
All cycle models in this work included a variable-speed
high-side rotary compressor. We used simplified 1-D
models of this component to describe the system due to the
complex nature of the heat transfer and fluid flow through
the compressor. Its performance was described by relating
the volumetric efficiency ηv and isentropic efficiency ηis
to the suction pressure Psuc , discharge pressure Pdis , and
compressor frequency f , as given by
ṁcomp
ρsucV f
hdis,isen − hsuc
ηis =
.
hdis − hsuc
ηv =

(14)
(15)

The compressor power consumption Ẇ was also related
to the compressor speed and the ratio of inlet and outlet
pressures, i.e., Ẇ (Prat , ω). The coefficients used for the
functional forms of ηv , ηis , and Ẇ were derived from experimental data, and the expressions themselves are provided in (Laughman et al., 2017).
Standard fan laws (ASHRAE, 2008) were used to describe the behavior of the heat exchanger fans, in which
the volumetric flow rate was assumed to be directly proportional to the fan speed, while the power consumed by
the fan was assumed to be proportional to the cube of the
fan speed. These simple algebraic models were scaled by
experimentally measured values of fan speed, flow rate,
and power for a representative system; to minimize the
error in these fits, linear and quadratic terms were also
included in the power model to account for observed variations in the data.
A simple room model was also used to study the dynamics of the different cycle models on the idealized
model of an occupied space. A lumped model of the room
air was used to describe the sensible and latent dynamics of the space, and the room model was coupled to the
ambient environment through a simple RC circuit model

of a building envelope with convective heat transfer on
both the outside and inside interfaces of the envelope. Selected information about some of the important geometric
parameters of the system is provided in Table 1.

3

Closure Models

In the previous section, we described the componentbased models of the conservation equations that describe
the behavior of all of the components: the heat exchangers, the expansion valve, and the compressor. As suggested in the introduction, however, the closure models
used to relate the heat transfer coefficient and the frictional
pressure loss to other variables in the cycle can play an
important role in the overall cycle dynamics. We therefore study three types of closure models in this section:
full algebraic models that are developed directly from correlations published in the literature, simplified algebraic
models that are related to the previous correlation-based
models but have a much simpler mathematical form, and
dynamic models that also include time-dependent effects.
These methods will each be described in turn, and then
the results of implementing each of them in a complete
vapor-compression cycle will be discussed in Section 4.

3.1

Full algebraic models

The most straightforward approach to describing closure
models involves the direct implementation of the original
HTC and frictional pressure loss correlations from the literature. Because these variables are dominated by microscopic phenomena, first principles-based models are
generally either too analytically difficult to formulate or
too computationally difficult to simulate, so there is a
strong tradition of measuring these phenomena experimentally and fitting mathematical formulas to the resulting data. Because the parametric dependence of these relations changes depending on the nature of the flow and the
refrigerant, these correlations are usually formulated for
specific flow conditions, such as single-phase, two-phase,
laminar, and/or turbulent conditions, and are only valid for
that type of flow. We used a variety of these correlations
to describe the flow, as described in Table 2.
The nature of dynamic simulation makes it very diffi-

Correlation Type
1φ liquid HTC
Condensing HTC
Boiling HTC
1φ vapor HTC
1φ laminar ∆Pf
1φ turbulent ∆Pf
Condensing ∆Pf
Boiling ∆Pf

Correlation
Dittus and Boelter (1930)
Dobson and Chato (1998)
Gungor and Winterton (1987)
Dittus and Boelter (1930)
Blasius (Stephan, 2010)
Hagen-Poiseuille (Stephan, 2010)
Lockhart and Martinelli (1949)
Jung and Radermacher (1989)

Table 2. Correlations used to describe heat transfer coefficients
and frictional pressure losses.

cult to ensure that a specific set of conditions will always
be met, due to the challenges of initializing large systems
of DAEs and the fact that the flow conditions may change
dynamically so that a given cell in the finite volume HEX
model sometimes experiences single-phase conditions and
sometimes experiences two-phase conditions. In addition,
it is computationally beneficial if the correlations are at
least C1 continuous over a wide range of operation, to allow the integrators to function efficiently. Discontinuities
in the closure models may also require the integrator to do
event iteration or generate nonlinear sets of equations to
solve.
We therefore blend these correlations together via a
univariate trigonometric interpolation method (Richter,
2008). In this method, the user defines transition zones
between regions of validity for the individual correlations
according to some given variable that will be used to determine which correlation to use. The output of the method
is a C2 continuous function that smoothly transitions between different correlations, depending on the value of
the transition variable. For example, the condensing and
boiling heat transfer coefficients are combined into a unified two-phase HTC that uses the value of the temperature difference between the refrigerant and the pipe wall
to smoothly transition between these two flow regimes.
If ∆T is greater than Tc degrees C, then the condensing
heat transfer coefficient is used, while if ∆T is less than
Tb degrees C, the boiling heat transfer coefficient is used.
These values are smoothly interpolated in a transition region from Tb < 0 < Tc .
This unified two-phase HTC is then itself blended with
the liquid and vapor heat transfer coefficients by using the
static quality x as the transition variable and transition regions on either side of the two-phase region. If x < 0 the
liquid heat transfer coefficient is used, while if 0 < x < x1
then there is a smooth transition from the liquid heat transfer coefficient to the two-phase heat transfer coefficient.
Similarly, if x2 < x < 1 there is a smooth transition between the two-phase heat transfer coefficient and the vapor heat transfer coefficient, and the vapor heat transfer
coefficient is used if x > 1. The resulting blended heat
transfer coefficient then is able to accurately describe the
flow over all flow regimes. A similar approach is also used

Figure 4. Blended HTC as a function of the wall temperature
difference ∆T and the static quality x.

to unify the different frictional pressure loss correlations
into a blended correlation covering a wide range of flow
regimes.
The efficacy of this approach can be seen in Figure 4,
which illustrates the HTC as a function of the temperature
difference ∆T between the refrigerant and the tube wall
as well as the static quality x of the refrigerant. This surface was mapped out by using the correlations provided in
Table 2; the temperature transition region between boiling
and condensation was set to −0.025 K ≤ ∆T ≤ 0.025 K,
and the transition regions between both single-phase regions and the two-phase region were set to 0.05 kg/kg.
These transitions can be clearly seen by considering slices
parallel to the quality axis: the HTC increases at the transition from the subcooled liquid to the two-phase regions,
gradually continues to increase as the static quality increases, and then rapidly decreases at the transition between the two-phase and superheated vapor region. Note
the large slope of the transition between the two-phase and
vapor regions, which will be discussed in more detail in
the following sections.
While these somewhat Frankenstein-like equations
might be said to most accurately represent the relation
αi = f (·) according to the literature, the algebraic relations
between the system inputs and the heat transfer coefficient
αi can be extremely nonlinear. When these functions are
then compiled into a system model, these sets of equations
are often solved using a nonlinear solver such as the multivariate Newton-Raphson method, which can be both timeconsuming and fragile. Moreover, each volume in the heat
exchanger will incorporate these nonlinear blocks, adding
further complexity to the overall description of the system.

3.2

Simplified algebraic models

One alternative approach that has been successfully used
to mitigate these nonlinearities has been the creation of
simplified algebraic closure models that capture the general trends of the detailed heat transfer coefficient and fric-

tional pressure loss relations without implementing their
complexity. A wide variety of forms can be used for these
relations, depending on the required parametric dependence or level of fidelity to the behavior of the original
correlations. For example, we used a simplified heat transfer relation for each phase according to

α = α0

Ṁ
Ṁ0

b
.

(16)

The constants α0 for the liquid, two-phase, and vapor flow
regions were calculated by coarsely approximating the behavior of the full correlations over their regions of validity,
and the same trigonometric interpolation method was used
to smoothly transition between phases.
This method is powerful because it provides a small
number of parameters to tune to the original correlations,
as well as the widths of the transition regions, but the number of state variables that are coupled in these models is
much smaller than is the case with the original correlations. This makes it possible to significantly improve the
performance of the simulations by eliminating the large
number of blocks of nonlinear equations. It is important
to note that these simplified correlations still manifest very
large changes in the heat transfer coefficient, due to the
fact that the two-phase heat transfer coefficients can be
more than an order of magnitude greater than the singlephase heat transfer coefficients. These large changes result
in very large magnitudes in dα/dx, which can also affect
the system simulations.
Similar simplified formulations were also constructed
for the frictional pressure loss, which was expressed as

∆p f = K∆p0

Ṁ
Ṁ0

b
,

(17)

where b = 2 for these models. The Colebrook correlation
for the single-phase friction factor and the Friedel correlation for two-phase multipliers were used to determine the
nominal values of K, ∆p0 , and Ṁ0 . This relation is not
only less nonlinear than the original correlation-based relations, but it is also easily invertible and can allow the
pressure loss to be calculated as a function of the mass
flow rate, or vice versa. As such, the resulting systems
simulations had much faster performance, since the nonlinear dependence on the variety of input variables was
removed from the relation and the integrator could take
much larger steps.

3.3

Dynamic models

The main challenges posed by the algebraic approaches
used to formulate closure models in the previous section
are the nonlinear sets of algebraic equations, which may
couple together multiple state variables, and the potential
effect of large gradients in the transition regions. The sets
of nonlinear equations can present a particular problem
for the solvers, as the successful simulation of a model

depends on the quality of nonlinear solvers used by a particular Modelica tool, as well as the initial guesses used
by that method. This tool-dependent aspect of these models can potentially cause simulations of the same model in
different tools to yield different answers, which is rather
problematic.
Rather than implement these nonlinear algebraic relations, we propose the incorporation of dynamics into the
closure models to decouple the HTC or frictional pressure
loss from the other state variables. This will make the closure variables into state variables of the system, and will
decouple the value of the closure variable in the fluid computations with the value of the closure variable calculated
from the other state variables. In the case of the heat transfer coefficient, this may be calculated by
α̂ = f (ṁ, p, h)
1
dα
= (α̂ − α) ,
dt
τ

(18)
(19)

where f denotes the algebraic HTC correlation, α̂ represents the algebraic HTC, and α represents the lowpassed version of the HTC. Since this heat transfer coefficient is now a state variable, it needs to be initialized
to an initial value α0 at t = 0. We expect that this will
eliminate many of the nonlinear equation blocks and also
reduce the sensitivity of the system to the large gradients,
as the changes in the heat transfer coefficient will now also
depend on its previous values. The parameter τ should be
tuned to be substantially faster than other time constants
of the system in order to ensure that it will not change the
system response.
These low-pass dynamics are often reasonable to include because the bandwidth of experimental vapor compression cycles is often much lower than is observed in
simulations. Many potential sources of modeling error
could potentially contribute to this discrepancy. For example, the working fluid in many practical cycles is a
mixture of both refrigerant and oil, which is needed for
lubrication of the compressor. The presence of this oil
in heat exchangers will damp sudden changes in the refrigerant state, as refrigerant must diffuse into or out of
the oil in response to changes in the refrigerant properties.
In addition, these systems often have many time delays
and couplings, such as axial heat conduction and diffusion, that are often not incorporated into dynamic models
but are inherently low-pass in nature. In general, we do
not advocate blindly adding dynamics to existing system
models because these added dynamics will be convolved
with original dynamics, but the tradeoff between inaccuracies of the added dynamics and the inaccuracies of simplified methods, not to mention the improvement in computational speed, may motivate the use of these approximations in some cases.
The implementation in Modelica is exceedingly simple,
and is attractive from an object-oriented design perspective. The code in the original correlation function that assigns the closure variable,

Figure 5. Refrigerant flow quality x in volumes 6 and 7 for
simple algebraic HTCs and detailed dynamic HTCs.

Figure 6. Refrigerant-side heat transfer coefficients αi for volumes 6 and 7 for simple algebraic HTCs and detailed dynamic
HTCs.

alphas[k] = simpleHTC_FullRegion(xs[k],
alpha_vap,alpha_2ph,alpha_liq,
xdot_1,xdot_2);

of these experiments, the friction-only momentum balance
was implemented with the simplified algebraic pressure
need only be changed to incorporate these dynamics in the drop model when heat transfer coefficient models were
studied, while the simplified dynamic heat transfer coefoutput, e.g.,
ficient model was used when the different pressure drop
alphaHat[k] = simpleHTC_FullRegion(xs[k],
models were studied.
alpha_vap,alpha_2ph,alpha_liq,
xdot_1,xdot_2);
der(alphas[k]) = (alphaHat[k]-alphas[k])
/tau;

and the additional state equations will be incorporated into
the model. This type of modification would be much
more difficult to implement in a non equation-oriented
language, as it would necessitate the complete rearrangement of the state vector.

4

Results

The effect of these different closure relations was studied
by implementing the full vapor-compression cycle model
in the Modelica language and comparing the resulting cycle behavior when different closure models were incorporated into the complete cycle model. These simulations
were performed on a desktop with an Intel i7 processor
with 32 Gb of RAM using the Dymola 2018 FD01 compiler (Dassault Systemes, AB, 2018), and the differential algebraic equations were integrated with the DASSL
solver with the tolerance set to 10−5 . All of the models
for this application were developed by the authors with the
exception of the refrigerant property models, which were
obtained from the commercial Vapor Cycle Library (Modelon AB, 2018).
As the cycle behavior with the alternate heat transfer
coefficient models differs from the behavior with the alternate frictional pressure drop models, we discuss each of
these types of closure models in their own respective subsections. While the base cycle model was identical in all

4.1

Heat transfer coefficient models

We first investigated the use of the heat transfer coefficient
model based upon the algebraic correlations from the literature, as described in the beginning of Section 3.1. While
the Modelica tool was able to compile these models, it was
unable to initialize or run simulations of these models due
to failure of convergence for the nonlinear equation solver.
While detailed information about the flattened model from
dsmodel.mof is unavailable due to the use of encrypted
refrigerant property models, statistics from the compilation process provide some indication of the cause of this
failure: this information indicates that 37 numerical Jacobians are generated, which corresponds to the number
of refrigerant volumes included in the cycle (27 volumes
for the condensing heat exchanger and 10 volumes for the
evaporating heat exchanger, corresponding to the number
of tubes in each). As suggested in Section 3, the algebraic equations that couple the heat transfer coefficient to
the pressure, specific enthalpy, and mass flow rate in each
volumes are quite nonlinear and difficult to solve. While it
may be possible to customize this correlation or otherwise
provide sufficient information to the compiler (e.g., analytical derivatives via annotations or external functions)
for the nonlinear solver to function correctly, the extra effort to do so for a specific set of correlations could be substantial, and would have to be replicated for every new
correlation.
As the cycle models incorporating the correlation-based
HTC models did not produce any viable simulations, we
turned our attention to the use of the simplified HTC mod-

els. While the reduced nonlinearity of these closure models enabled the successful simulation of the cycle behavior, oscillations in the cycle behavior as seen in Figure 1
can occur due to either an input forcing function or simply
the selection of an unlucky operating point. These oscillations are caused by the high gain of dα/dx in the transition
region; small changes in the state variables are coupled to
large changes in the heat transfer coefficient, which in turn
has a measurable effect on the mass flow rate, pressures,
and specific enthalpies. In this situation, these interactions
can act to drive the system towards an unstable steadystate manifold and result in limit cycle behavior.
This behavior can be seen in Figures 5 and 6, which
illustrate the flow quality and local refrigerant-side heat
transfer coefficient in volumes 6 and 7 in the condenser
for both the simplified algebraic HTC and the simplified
dynamic HTC. For this heat exchanger, the HTC model is
configured to have a liquid heat transfer coefficient of 378
W/m2 K below a flow quality of 0, a two-phase heat transfer coefficient of 4600 W/m2 K between a flow quality of
0.1 and 0.9, and a vapor heat transfer coefficient of 369
W/m2 K above a flow quality of 1, all at a mass flow rate
of 36 g/s. It is evident that the algebraic HTCs in Figure 6
change abruptly when the flow quality illustrated in Figure 5 for either volume moves into the transition region.
More specifically, the large spikes in the heat transfer coefficient for volume 6 are directly associated with the excursions in the transition region. These large gradients in
the heat transfer coefficient are directly coupled to many
other aspects of the flow. As the heat transfer coefficients
change rapidly, the flow itself changes in such a way to
reduce the flow quality and form this periodic behavior.
These oscillations in the heat transfer coefficient and
flow quality can affect the overall cycle simulation in a
variety of ways. Aside from the corresponding oscillations in other variables that are coupled to the heat transfer coefficient, these large gradients will also prevent the
integration routines from taking large time steps, resulting
in long simulation times. These effects can be mitigated
somewhat for these simplified algebraic closure models in
many circumstances by increasing the width of the transition regions, but the resulting gradual changes in the heat
transfer coefficients can pose problems when linearizing
models for control design (due to the high gains from the
derivatives of the heat transfer coefficients) and also may
not be justified by experimental data.
In this context of challenges posed by these algebraic
heat transfer coefficients, we evaluated the performance of
the vapor compression cycle with the dynamic heat transfer coefficient models. This study was performed by directly replacing the heat transfer model in the previous
set of cycle models using the redeclare keyword, thus
enabling a direct comparison of the performance of the
method. The time constant τ of the dynamic heat transfer coefficient models was set to 3 seconds, though other
values were also used successfully; in general, this time
constant should be set to a relatively small value to mini-

Figure 7. Compressor discharge pressure using simple heat
transfer coefficient model with and without low-pass dynamics.

mize its affect on other cycle dynamics.
These new cycle simulations did not exhibit any oscillations, as can be seen in Figures 5 and 6, and also did
not have any of the numerical Jacobians seen in the first
set of algebraic heat transfer coefficient models. The lowpass behavior of the heat transfer coefficient has the effect of damping out these oscillations, allowing the system to converge to a steady-state operating point. Comparing both the flow quality and the local heat transfer coefficients for both volumes 6 and 7, the filtered value of
these variables can be seen to be within the range of values for the previous simulations, suggesting that the cycle
behavior with the dynamic closure model is not affected
significantly. Moreover, Figure 7 illustrates behavior of
the compressor discharge pressure both with and without
the dynamic HTC model, confirming both that the oscillations in this pressure signal were caused by the heat transfer coefficient and that the dynamic HTC can successfully
eliminate these oscillations. The addition of these dynamics had a minimal effect on the overall cycle simulations;
the RMSE between the cycles with and without the dynamic HTCs was only 2.7 W out of a total cooling capacity of 1190 W.
Table 3 illustrates the significant benefits that these dynamic HTC models can have on the cycle simulation time.
While the correlation-based algebraic models were unable
to simulate, a 1000 second simulation of the cycle with
simplified algebraic models took 228 seconds to run due
to the oscillations caused by the heat transfer coefficient
model. Use of the dynamic HTC models reduced this
computational time significantly; the dynamic version of
the correlation model could be used and had a CPU time
of 146 seconds, while the dynamic version of the simplified HTC model was able to simulate the entire 1000 second duration in 39 seconds, representing an 83% reduction
in CPU time. These results suggest that multiple HTC
models could be used profitably in simulating the cycle;
the simplified models could be used first to quickly study

HTC Formulation
Algebraic, correlation-based
Algebraic, simplified
Dynamic, correlation-based
Dynamic, simplified

CPU Time (s)
–
228
146
39

Table 3. CPU time for alternate HTC formulations.

Model type
Standard
Friction only
d p/dt
Linear pressure

CPU time (s)
2855
111
214
175

Table 4. CPU time for variants of momentum balance with dynamic frictional pressure drops.

large-scale dynamics, and the more detailed correlations d p/dt and linear pressure drop models described in Seccould then be used to obtain more accurate results.
tion 2 have a tight algebraic coupling between the pressure drop between consecutive volumes and the mass flow
4.2 Pressure loss models
rate through these volumes. A set of nonlinear algebraic
The models of the pressure drop were tested in an anal- equations that couple the pressures, specific enthalpies,
ogous manner to those of the heat transfer coefficient. and mass flow rates thus result, with the rather predictable
The base vapor-compression cycle model was used with consequence (at this point) that the system becomes very
the simplified dynamic heat transfer coefficient model, difficult to solve. Experiments with these momentum baland the performance of the system with the friction-only, ances resulted in the same behavior observed with the
d p/dt, and linear pressure drop momentum balances was correlation-based algebraic heat transfer coefficient modevaluated with both algebraic and dynamic closure mod- els, in which there were 37 numerical Jacobians and the
els. Although the d p/dt and linear pressure drop models Modelica tool was unable to simulate the model. With
neglect the frictional pressure loss term, the method de- the addition of dynamics to the pressure drop terms, the
scribed in Section 3 was used to decouple the mass flow cycle behavior could be simulated in the same conditions
used to evaluate the heat transfer coefficient models; Tarate from the pressure drop in each volume.
In general, frictional pressure drop correlations are ble 4 shows that the d p/dt and linear pressure drop apwritten as d p = f (Ṁ), so that the mass flow rate must be proximations of the momentum balance are significantly
known to calculate the effective pressure drop. In correla- faster than the transient momentum balance, though they
tions where d p is a function of both Ṁ and other thermo- are roughly comparable to the friction-only momentum
dynamic variables (e.g., d p = f (Re, σ , . . .)), these correla- balance.
tions will result in a set of nonlinear equations, and the addition of dynamics into the frictional pressure drop model 5 Concluding Remarks
will improve their performance in much the same way that In this work, we explored some of the computational conthe heat transfer coefficient models were improved. In siderations that relate to the implementation of heat transthese cases, we have found that the value of the time con- fer coefficient and frictional pressure drop models that are
stant τ must be relatively small to avoid influencing the included in vapor-compression cycle simulations, and desystem dynamics because the mass flow rate exhibits rel- scribed three different modeling approaches that can poatively high frequency behavior with respect to the fastest tentially improve the speed of the overall cycle simuladynamics of the cycle. Unfortunately, the dynamics of the tions at a low cost to physical accuracy. On the basis of
modified system approach those of the unmodified sys- our experience, we would recommend that heat transfer
tem as τ is reduced, so that the simulation speed of a cy- coefficient models include some simple dynamics, as this
cle model with very fast dynamic closure models will be enables the direct use of correlation-based models, and the
nearly identical to the simulation speed of a cycle model reduction in computational time is significant. In comparwith algebraic closure models.
ison, these methods do not improve the frictional pressure
Unlike the heat transfer coefficient models, there are drop models dramatically except when simplified momenmany frictional pressure drop correlations available in tum balances such as the d p/dt or linear pressure drop
which this relationship can be analytically inverted, so that methods are used.
Ṁ = f (d p). In these correlations, the mass flow rate can
There are a variety of directions in which this work
be directly calculated from the frictional pressure drop, could continue. These methods could conceivably be apand there is no need to solve a nonlinear set of equations. plied to off-cycle simulation, as the small mass flow rates
This is the case for many of the correlations commonly and pressure variations tend to cause high-frequency osused to describe frictional pressure drop, and is also the cillations in these cases that are difficult to simulate. In
case for the correlations used in this paper. As a result, addition, it would also be valuable to consider the experthe addition of dynamics to the frictional pressure drop imental characterization of the dynamics of heat transfer,
models does not improve the performance for many stan- rather than solely characterizing the steady-state behavior.
dard formulations of the momentum balance, including This could potentially be correlated with other relevant
the friction-only momentum balance used in this work.
phenomena for practical vapor-compression cycles, such
In contrast to the friction-only momentum balance, the as the effect of the oil circulating with the refrigerant.
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